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“I created an enabling environment
in which our faculty, students, and
staff can flourish” - PAEP

January - February 2017

New UP president starts term; members of executive team named

(Excerpts from the valedictory speech of UP President
Alfredo Pascual during the UP presidency turnover rites
held on February 10, 2017 at the Quezon Hall lobby)
In his novel “El Filibusterismo,” our national
hero, Dr. Jose Rizal said, and I quote, “It is a useless
life that is not consecrated to a great ideal. It is a
stone wasted on the field without becoming part
of any edifice.”
Guided by Rizal’s wisdom, I started my six-year
journey as an academic, as 20th president of UP,
in February 2011 by calling our constituents, the
faculty, students, staff, and alumni to work with
me in becoming part of an important edifice, that
is UP, the University of the Philippines, the premier
university of our country, a university we seek to
build as a great Asian and global university. I knew
back then that the building task could not be completed
overnight. But I committed to add a few more
stones in the building of the edifice during my watch.
Managing this university, as many of you will
agree, is not a walk in the park. The UP System is a
complex network of eight constituent universities.
It has 17 campuses spread across the country from
Baguio to Davao. These campuses together are
populated by over 58,000 students, 3,800 regular
faculty members and 8,700 support staff, not to
count contractual and part-time lecturers.
Moreover, UP education has various meanings
among UP multifarious stakeholders. The
enormous challenge being called to mind what
Albert Einstein’s once said, and I quote “I never
teach my pupils, I only provide the conditions in
which they can learn.” Knowing that the university is
a diverse community of brilliant minds, I decided to
focus mainly on creating an enabling environment
in which our faculty, students, and staff can flourish.
paep | page 4 ►

Outgoing UP President Alfredo Pascual presents the
highlights of his achievements from 2011 to 2017.

New UP President Danilo Concepcion gives a glimpse of his administration’s programs and plans for the next six years during the turnover rites.

New UP President Danilo L.
Concepcion was welcomed by
members of the UP community during
a turnover ceremony of the university
presidency held on February 10, 2017
at the UP Diliman Quezon Hall lobby
that also signaled the start of his sixyear term as 21st UP president.
In his acceptance speech after
the ceremonial turnover, President
Concepcion expressed gratitude and
admiration to outgoing president,
Alfredo Pascual, for his achievements.
“Napakataas po ng pamantayan na
iiwanan ni Presidente Pascual. Tunay,
mahirap itong abutin ng sinumang
susunod sa kanyang mga yapak.”
In accepting the UP presidency,
he committed to accepting the
challenges of the post. “Iniaalay ko
ang aking sarili nang buong-buo,
nang walang pagdududa at pagaalinlangan sa UP sa susunod na anim
na taon,” (I offer myself completely
in the service of UP in the next six
years). He made this pledge before
an audience composed of former
UP presidents and other former and
current university officials.
The new president vowed to
focus on what he regards as persistent
and major problems in UP, such as
increasing the quality of academic
programs; improving the procurement
system; strengthening of faculty
development programs; addressing
contractualization and health care;
modernization of offices, equipment,
and laboratories; tuition fee review

and admission; raising faculty and
employee salary, and attending to the
deteriorating state of buildings and
surroundings in the university.
He emphasized that compassion
will be the guiding tenet of his
administration. Compassion for one
another, for their professions, for
the university and country will unite
all sectors in the university and give
life to the objectives and actions of
the constituents. Compassion will
be the “face” of UP in the national
consciousness, he pointed out.
“Marapat siguro na ating isaalangalang na mas titingkad ang taglay
nitong bisa kung ang dangal at husay
ay kakambal ng pagmamalasakit.
Kinakailangan natin itong isapuso at
isadiwa sapagkat ito ang magiging
pangunahin nating batayan upang
matagumpay nating maiukit ang
dibuho ng ating hinaharap. Sa
susunod na anim na taon na ating
pagsasamahan, malasakit ang
magbibigay bigkis at buhay sa lahat
ng ating layunin, sa lahat ng ating
mga kilos at galaw.” (“We should
consider that the meaning and value
of honor and excellence is further
deepened when it is coupled with
compassion. We should keep it in
our hearts and minds as this will be
the foundation upon which we can
successfully carve out our plans for
the future. In the next six years that
we will be together, compassion will
unite and give life to all our objectives
and all our actions.”), the new UP

president said.
During the program, President
Concepcion
announced
the
newly-appointed officials of his
administration. They are UP College
of Medicine graduate, former Health
Undersecretary and former PGH
Department of Emergency Medical
Services Head Dr. Teodoro Herbosa
as Executive Vice President; Dr.
Maria Cynthia Rose Bautista of
the UPD College of Social Sciences
and Philosophy as Vice President
for Academic Affairs; Dr. Jose
Dalisay as Vice President for Public
Affairs; former UP Visayas (UPV)
Vice Chancellor for Administration
and current UPV College of Arts and
Sciences Prof. Nestor Yunque as Vice
President for Administration; and
reappointees Dr. Joselito Floreindo
as Vice President for Planning and
Finance, Dr. Elvira Zamora as Vice
President for Development, and Atty.
Hector Danny Uy as Vice President for
Legal Affairs. Atty. Roberto Lara was
appointed Secretary of the University
and of the Board of Regents.
Prior to the UP presidency,
Concepcion was the executive
director of the UP Bonifacio Global
City campus. He also served as Vice
President for Legal Affairs in the
administration of his predecessor,
Alfredo Pascual and dean of the UP
College of Law. From 2000-2002, he
was president of De La Salle Araneta
University.
new presIDENT | page 3 ►
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UP Manila supports the compassionate
use of medical marijuana but concludes that
there is no need for House Bill 4477. This bill,
authored by Rep. Rodolfo Albano III, seeks
to regulate the medical use of cannabis
and establish for this purpose the Medical
Cannabis Regulatory Agency.
Participants to the 1st Academic Health
Policy Forum held in late 2015 by UP Manila
agreed that that there are existing policies (RA
9165 or the Comprehensive Dangerous Drugs
Act of 2002) that allow proper process of use
of unregistered drugs that need improved
implementation. As to evidence of the efficacy
of medical marijuana, the participants
concurred that there is no antidote to
marijuana toxicity and that raw plant forms
are not safe due to presence of contaminants
and other components that are psychoactive
and mind-altering. Evidence, they stated,
points to safer use of synthetic forms or
extracts rather than smoked marijuana.
Aside from UP Manila and the Philippine
General Hospital, the participants represented
entities, such as the Dangerous Drugs Board,
Department of Health (DOH), including Food
and Drug Administration, Philippine Drug
Enforcement Agency, Philippine Medical
Association, and Philippine Neurological
Association.
When Chancellor Carmencita Padilla
started her term in November 2014, she
pledged to make UP Manila the center for
health policy development through cutting
edge and high quality researches and policy
analysis.
“UP Manila should be proactive in
leading national discussion and analysis of
pressing health issues and for the government
and its institutions to refer to UP Manila for its
recommendations and policies on priority
and urgent health themes affecting the
country,” she stressed at the start of her term.
She created initially the Health
Policy Hub, a think tank group that was
later renamed UP Manila Health Policy
Development Hub (HPDH). The strategic
goal was to position UP Manila as the center
of a robust and influential network of health

HOW DO YOU FEEL
ABOUT THIS NEWSLETTER?

cph prof cites health
improvements and
challenges in 2016

Dr. Emer Faraon

A bigger health budget for 2017,
appointment of former Department of Health
(DOH) Assistant Secretary, Dr. Paulyn Jean
Rosell-Ubial as Health Secretary, and gains
under three components of the Universal
Health Care (UHC) program during the
Aguino presidency were some of the major
improvements in health in 2016.
This is according to Dr. Emerito Jose
A. Faraon, Assistant Professor and former
Chair of the Department of Health Policy
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UP Manila strengthens Health Policy role

Chancellor Carmencita Padilla welcomes participants to the forum on the use of medical marijuana.

policy advocates, analysts and researchers in
the Philippines, ASEAN region, and beyond.
.Through the HPDH, it is envisioned
that UP Manila will facilitate health policy
management through publishing policy
statements, policy briefs, and policy analysis
papers from UPM constituents and ensure
that cutting edge policy issues are predicted
and/or discussed by the constituents and
that the university comes out with a position,
recommendation, or policy direction.
Forums on aerial spraying and aging
Apart from the first forum on medical
marijuana, a two-part 2nd Academic Health
Policy Forum that discussed aerial spraying
and another forum on health human resource
for an aging Philippines were held on October
21, 2015, August 3, 2016, and February 24,
2016, respectively.
A joint undertaking between UP Los
Banos and UP Manila, Part 2 of the forum
was attended by participants from the
banana industry and concerned government
agencies , such as DOH, Dept of Environment
and Natural Resources, Dept of Labor and
Employment, and Dept of Agriculture, aside
from faculty and researchers from the two UP
campuses.
At the said forum, participants deemed
impossible at that time the definition of safety
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and Administration of the UP Manila
College of Public of Health (CPH), and
former Senior Technical Officer of the
DOH Office for Technical Services, in an
interview published on January 15, 2017 in
the https://today.mims.com website.
During the tail end of 2016, President
Duterte signed the first national budget
under his administration for 2017. The DOH
was given an allocation of Php 96.3 billion
while PhilHealth, the state-run insurance
firm, received an allocation of Php 53.22
billion. This brings the total budget for
Philippine healthcare to nearly Php 150
billion, a significant increase compared to
2016’s budget of Php 122.6B.
Dr. Faraon said the budget increase
will “translate to covering the remaining
eight percent of Filipinos not yet covered
by PhilHealth, and free hospitalization
and medicines for all Filipinos going
to government hospitals and further
improvement of health facilities.”
On Ubial’s appointment, Dr. Faraon
lauded that “for the first time, a DOH
Secretary came from inside the DOH. [She]
rose from the ranks, was a long-time Assistant
Secretary, and is a first-hand witness to over

from different points of view due to lack of
sound supporting data. But the forum was
regarded as a good opportunity for both
the academe and industry to work together
through the drafting of more research
proposals.
The agreed stakeholder assembly
in Davao was cancelled due to security
reasons. Instead, a conference was called
and attended by representatives from UP
Manila, UP Los Baños and UP Mindanao
and Pilipino Banana Growers and Exporters
Association was held in September 2016 to
identify priority research topics to be jointly
undertaken by the stakeholders.
The multi-disciplinary research on aerial
spraying will be headed by Dr. Ma. Esmeralda
Silva of the College of Public Health (CPH).
Identified components of the research
on aerial spraying and their respective
proponents were Environmental Health
(pesticide drift), Dr. Victorio Molina, UPM CPH
Dept of Environmental and Occupational
Health (DEOH); Occupational Health
(plantation workers), Dr. Vivian Fe Camacho,
UPM-CPH DEOH; Biodiversity (invertebrates
and other small vertebrates, Dr. Glenn Sia
Su, UPM College of Arts and Sciences Dept
of Biology; Cytogenetic Study (biomarkers),
Dr. Erle Castillo, UP National Poison
Management and Control Center; Maternal
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and Child Health (mother-child dyads), Dr.
Ma. Esterlita Uy, NIH Institute of Child Health
and Human Development; and Dietary and
Environmental Assessment Study, Dr. Cristina
Bajet, UPLB National Crop Protection Center.
On the Health Human Resources (HHR)
for an Aging Philippines forum, issues on
the training of medical school teachers on
geriatrics, identification of priority research
areas, and updating of the Implementing
Rules and Regulations to look into the multidisciplinary approach for community-based
health and rehabilitation programs for senior
citizens were tackled.
The first workshop on transdisciplinary
curriculum development was held in October
24-25, 2016. Other activities slated are meant
to address research capacity development
through a conference and creation of regional
hubs of excellence on aging research and
include aging as a priority research area in the
National Unified Health Research Agenda for
2017-2022.
Future plans
In the works is the publication of
policy statements in a special issue of the
Philippine Journal for Health Research
and Development. Policy statements are
on universal hearing screening, reduction
of sugar consumption among public
schoolchildren, compassionate use of
medical cannabis, drug resiliency, redefining
counterfeit medicines, road safety in the
Philippines, and health human resource for
an aging Philippines.
Future plans include the conduct of
health policy forums on (1) Drug Resiliency
and Development: Alternative Approaches
to the National War on Drugs; and (2) Primary
Health Care as an Approach to Universal
Health Care Attainment; (3)development
of health policy statement data base and
repository; and (4) capacity building of
first batch of UPM experts in health policy
development.
The HPDH is headed by Prof. Marilyn
Lorenzo. (Based on a report presented to the
Chancellor’s Advisory Council)
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12 health department leadership transitions.”
It also helps, he added, that the
new DOH secretary is a public health
practitioner and understands how to make
the different stakeholders in health work in
synchrony to achieve universal healthcare.
According to Dr. Faraon, the previous
administration was able to promote its
UHC agenda by advancing three strategic
thrusts. One is financial risk protection with
a notable increase in the budget subsidies
for PhilHealth premium payments for the
poor from only PhP3.0 billion in 2011 to
PhP43 billion in 2016, resulting to 100 percent
coverage for indigents and improved access
to quality healthcare facilities nationwide.
Another is improved access to quality
health facilities nationwide. Under its Health
Facilities Enhancement Program (HFEP),
DOH funded a total of 2,862 Barangay Health
Stations (BHS), 2,626 Rural Health Units, 685
LGU Hospitals, and 70 DOH hospitals from
2010 to 2014.
Dr. Faraon stated that in partnership
with the Department of Education, BHS in
schools were established: 3,200 for 2015
and 2,500 for 2016. The HFEP also funded
infrastructure and equipment upgrades
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for existing BHSs: 514 BHSs were funded in
2015 and 956 in 2016.
The third health gain cited was
achieving Philippine targets of the recently
concluded Millennium Development Goals
in 2015. “There were notable achievements
in tuberculosis case detection and
treatment rates, and the number of malariaand filariasis-free provinces have been
increasing from 2010 to 2016. However,
challenges remain in improving the figures
of maternal mortality rates, and infant and
under-5 mortality rates,” affirmed Dr. Faraon.
Challenges
In the same article, Dr. Faraon pointed
out the challenges as follows: Temporary
Restraining Order (TRO) that prevents
full implementation of the Reproductive
Health (RH) Law, rising number of Zika
cases in the Philippines; and increasing
cases of HIV/AIDS among Filipinos.
According to the Commission on
Population (PopCom), the Philippine
population could soar to over 106 million
this year, quite a big jump from the initial
estimate of 105.7 million in December.
cph prof | page 3 ►
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Internat’l global health confab tackles need for building healthy communities
The 5th International Conference on
Global Health and Society with the theme
“Healthy People, Healthy Communities:
Pathways, Innovations and Outcomes”
held on January 27-28, 2017 brought
together researchers, scholars, and
academicians from various countries to
discuss issues on health, society, and
globalization.
With
participants
representing
different countries, the conference
highlighted the diversity of researches
that were presented. Mahidol University,
Thailand pioneered the holding of the
event in 2012 and partnered with the
UP Manila College of Arts and Sciences
(CAS) Department of Behavioral Sciences
in holding it for the first time in the
Philippines with the Development
Academy of the Philippines, Tagaytay City,
as venue.
In opening the conference, CAS
Dean Leonardo Estacio emphasized that
“health is wealth” and the increasing
need for more researchers to come up
with innovative and cost-effective ways of
addressing human health problems.
UP Manila Chancellor Dr. Carmencita
D. Padilla, in her keynote speech, stated
that the concept of health should extend
outside medicine. She pointed out that
the non-medicine professionals play a
significant role in health and that the
conference was a venue to pass on the
torch to the younger generations. She
suggested that a population-based
approach to health be utilized.
She pointed out the disparities
plaguing global health and presented
a brief profile through the Millennium
Development Goals 2015 achievements
and Sustainable Development Goals

2030 targets. She encouraged the higher
learning institutions to engage in research
in order to address these problems, to
find solutions and to work in synchrony
with other sectors governing health. She
also exhorted the Filipino researchers to
align their works with the national health
objectives of the country.
The plenary speeches highlighted
the successes and challenges in the
reproductive health movement in
Thailand, violence against children as
a public health concern, and alarming
status of the drug menace in South East
Asia. Dr. Pimpawun Boonmongkon of
Mahidol University, Prof. Laurie Ramiro of
CAS, and Dean Estacio were the plenary
speakers, respectively.
Dr. Boonmongkon’s speech tackled
the inroads on compulsory sex education
that resulted to safe sex, family planning,
and reduction of gender bias, particularly
on homosexuals. Abortion remains
prevalent although, according to Dr.
Boonmongkon, this is viewed as un-Thai
in the society. It was pointed out that the
reproductive health issues in Thailand
and in the Philippines are quite similar.
Conservatism, political turmoil involving
the Church and the State, budget cuts,
and poverty were identified as common
issues.
Meanwhile, the drug menace in
Southeast Asia included the Philippines
with the Duterte administration engaged
in an all-out war on drugs. Dean Estacio
pointed out that drugs incapacitate
dependents and families. Drugs damage
the integrity and progress of the country.
However, drug use is preventable and
treatable through continuous care. There
is also a clamor to shift the treatment of

Chancellor Carmencita Padilla keynotes the international conference attended by participants from different countries.

drug dependents from institution-based
to individualized and community-based
approach. He echoed the continuing
call for Philippine health services to be
comprehensive and inclusive to all ages
and stages of life. Every Filipino must have
equal access to medical care.
It was affirmed during the conference
that violence against children remains a
public health issue and concern. Ramiro
explained the correlation between
repeated exposure to violence and
chronic diseases, smoking, alcohol
intake, substance abuse, obesity, sexual
intercourse, adolescent pregnancy,
suicide, and premature death. Contrary
to popular notion, she said that time does
not heal the wounds of violence. The effect
of violence is permanent among children.
As such, efforts have to be directed
toward prevention by having laws and
programs to enshrine the protection and
human rights of vulnerable individuals,
marginalized people, and communities
in the Philippines. Their rights have to be

respected, preserved, and protected.
Parallel sessions were held on
lifestyles and health risk; gender, sexuality
and health; psychosocial dimension
of health; indigenous knowledge and
health systems; children and youth at
risk; violence, disasters, and climate
change; ethics and health policy; health
promotion and education; environmental
and biological fators; behavioral and
mental health; ageing and disability;
health culture and healing; emerging
and neglected diseases; addiction and
behavioral health; and resiiency and wellbeing.
The participants were urged
to use the knowledge gained in the
conference to pursue activities and use
their varied discipines and expertise to
work together to contribute to achieving
healthy populations through education
and researches that will benefit the
community. (With reports from Prof. Teresa
de Guzman).

New President from page 1...

President Pascual were accompanied
by their wives, Atty. Ma. Gabriela “Gaby”
Concepcion, a practicing lawyer and
professorial lecturer at the UPD College
of Law, and Mrs. Menchu Pascual. The
ceremony was witnessed by among
others, Sen. Sonny Angara, former UP
Presidents Francisco Nemenzo and Jose
Abueva, and former and current officials
of the UP System, UP Diliman, UP Manila,
and UP Open University.
The world renowned UP Madrigal
Singers serenaded the outgoing and
incoming president. (Cynthia M. Villamor)

In his valedictory speech, President
Pascual reported the highlights of the
accomplishments of his administration
(please see excerpts on page 1). As a
parting gift, the new president gave him
a sculpture named “Malasakit ng Tao
sa Sandaigdigan” which was created by
Manolo Sicat of the UPD College of Fine
Arts.
Both President Concepcion and

CPH Prof from page 2...

Forty two delegates from different universities in Taiwan visited UP Manila on February 6 as part of their
tour of several PH universities that included UP Diliman and UP Los Baños. Some of the delegates graced
the turnover of the UP presidency on February 10 held at the UP Diliman Quezon Hall lobby. Another set of
delegates from Taiwan’s National Sun Yat Sen University visited UP Manila on February 14. The delegates
explored opportunities for students of UP Manila and other universities in the country to pursue graduate
studies in different universities in Taiwan.

ERRATUM (UPM Newsletter November-December
2016 Issue 359):
1. In the article on page 1, “CAMP alumnus a TOYPW
awardee,” Prof. Abelardo Apollo David is a BS Occupational
Therapy graduate, not BS Physical Therapy.
2. In the article on page 3, ‘CAMP foundation celebration
focuses on internationalization programs,”
• 1st line - should be 54th year, not 55th
• The correct acronym for University of Sydney is USyd,
not US
• 3rd paragraph, 9th line, should be “... of the Australian
government’s, not and
• 4th paragraph, 1st line, should be December 31, 2016.
Our apologies.
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PopCom Executive Director Juan
Antonio Perez III said that if the TRO becomes
final, “It [population] could be more than 106.7
million,” and can likewise mean 1,000 more
maternal deaths yearly.
“Part of the Philippines’ progress in the
next few years rests on the assumption that
population growth needs to be controlled,
maternal mortality rate further reduced, and
the poor segment of the population provided
with informed choices on how to plan the
future of their respective families so they can
improve their lives,” said Dr Faraon.
On the zika cases, there were 52 as of
December 2016 from only 33 in November
2016. Dr. Faraon stated that while the World
Health Organization announced last year
that the virus is no longer a public health
emergency of an international concern, they
were careful to stress that the associated risks
of the virus are still very real.
“More local research is needed to

supply health policy makers in the DOH
with current evidence. We presently have
no local data, evidence, and/or research
showing its reported links with local cases of
microcephaly. Zika needs to be monitored
and steps should be taken to anticipate its
likely spread and how it can be stopped. To do
this, we must have a dedicated surveillance
system in place.”
The HIV/DOH threat is growing serious.
In June 2016 alone, the DOH recorded 841
new cases of HIV—the highest number since
1984. This puts HIV as one of the top causes of
mortality in the Philippines.
“Today, we are seeing more new HIV
cases coming from the 15 to 24 age group,
whereas before 2011, majority of cases were
from the 25 to 34 age group. This finding needs
to be addressed quickly by all concerned
sectors with the leadership of the DOH.”
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UP President Alfredo Pascual graces the groundbreaking for three major infrastructure projects of UP Manila, clockwise, the Dr. Stephen Zuellig Hall, the new
eleven-story building of the College of Public Health, the eight-story UP Manila Student Dormitory, and the 15-story National Institutes of Health building the P1
billion funding of which was secured by Pres. Pascual.

PAEP from page 1...
This required a strategic approach, so my
team and I prepared the Strategic Plan
2011-2017 to guide our work. The plan
was designed to enable UP to perform the
heavy mandate imposed on it under the
UP Charter of 2008, a new charter under
which I was the first to be elected as UP
President.
This strategic plan served as a
roadmap toward the shared vision - to
launch UP on a path to greatness, as
a university in the 21st century, as a
university that takes a leadership role in
the development of a globally competitive
Philippines. We implemented bold
programs and projects and mobilized
large financial and other resources in
accordance with the plan. After six years
of hard work, I take pride in the efforts
we exerted to strengthen UP’s reputation
as a bastion of academic excellence
and equally important as a model of
operational excellence.
During the past six years, we
endeavored to transform UP into a research
intensive university; to internationalize
UP as regional and global university;
and to strengthen it as a leader in public
service. We also introduced measures to
modernize pedagogy in UP, to formalize
quality assurance of its degree programs,
to incentivize faculty performance and
development, and to ensure access to
UP of financially disadvantaged and
academically qualified students.
In this regard, we sought for and
succeeded in getting substantial increases
in government funding for UP. The UP
budget in the General Appropriations Act
rose from PhP5.8 billion in 2011 to PhP9.5
billion in 2013 and to more than PhP13
billion in 2015. To achieve these increases,
we moved away from the entitlement
stance and toward the framework that
focuses on UP’s value to the country. We
pointed out that the financial support of
the government for UP is not an expense
but an investment that will yield copious
dividends for the country and people.
In addition, we mobilized donations
from our alumni and friends for student
scholarships, professorial chairs, and
physical facilities.
We developed revenue-generating
projects in UP’s land. Examples of these
are the UP Town Center on Katipunan
Avenue and the Science and Technology

Park at UP Los Baños. Further, we
instituted measures to promote
commercialization of UP’s intellectual
properties. By involving selected universal
banks in managing UP’s cash balances, we
were able to increase our interest income.
With substantial funds on our hands,
over nine billion pesos were invested in
infrastructure projects in the different
campuses in UP, projects consisting of
some one hundred new buildings and
structures plus 50 major renovation
projects. In addition, over three billion
pesos were invested to modernize the
hospital equipment of the Philippine
General Hospital. UP employees were
provided with much increased benefits
aggregating to PhP 3.4 billion during the
period 2011 to January 2017. These are
funded mainly from our savings and our
revenue generating projects. The benefits
included an enhanced hospitalization
program and an extra retirement pay.
To extend the reach of UP, we
established new campuses with funding
from donations and government
allocations. Already completed and
operational are the UP Bonifacio Global
City in Taguig, where we are offering
classes in Law, MBA, Professional Masters
in Statistics and Engineering; and the UP
Cebu Professional Schools in Cebu City.
The third one is the new campus in UP
Pampanga in Clark. We also secured sites
establishing other new UP campuses,
namely, UP Alabang, to serve as UP’s
technology innovation hub, UP Clark
Green City in Tarlac, to be UP’s medical
science and technology center, and UP Los
Baños extension campus in Davao del
Norte Mindanao for post-graduate studies
in agriculture and environment.
We instituted the Green UP program
to make our campuses environmentfriendly while saving on utility cost. Under
this program, we were able to apply
green principles in building, design and
construction. We were able to install
rooftop solar panels on selected buildings
like here in Quezon Hall, Melchor Hall and
Palma Hall. We deployed electric vehicles
here in Diliman and are now setting up
a Waste to Energy facility also here in
Diliman.
Our vision inspires us constantly to
upgrade our technologies and capabilities
to better serve the university and the
nation and, at the same time, prove

that the Filipinos are, likewise, globally
competitive in terms of the development
in the use of the latest trends, system,
and technologies employed by the
world’s leading universities today. Thus,
we proceeded to well out an integrated
information system across the UP
campuses and modernize our cyber
infrastructure.
We set out to remove the traditional
silos of academia. We started growing
from various fields to generate holistic
solutions to the challenges we face. We
established programs and institutions
to provide the Filipino genius with
the motivation and the means to
contribute in uplifting our people’s lives
while encouraging partnerships across
disciplines and across the seas. We
launched, for example, the Emerging
Interdisciplinary Research program
in 2012. Under the EIDR program, we
provided our faculty with close to PhP1B
for dozens of research projects over the
past five years. We also established the
Resilience Institute (please see previous
issue), an institute that will harness the
wide range of expertise available in the UP
System to address disaster risk reduction
and management issues.
We continue to reach out to other
institutions for international partnerships
for student and faculty exchanges and
research collaborations. With these, we
can learn to view things from a global
PGH from page 6...
Healthcare Workers With Bloodborne
Infections including HIV, Hepatitis B, and
Hepatitis C, April 2015; and MERSCoVirus
PGH Response Update, July 2015;
· Comprehensive program to reduce
HAIs through groupings of best practices
meant to be implemented together
to prevent infection. Examples of this
are the use of the Ventilator associated
pneumonia prevention bundle and
the Urinary Tract Infection prevention
bundle that are now well placed in all
ICUs and wards; Central Line Infection
prevention bundle that is 100%
observed at the Operating Room; and
a new MDRO bundle implemented
hospital-wide in 2016 that is designed to
limit transmission of MDROs and which
requires health workers to practice 100%
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perspective and become meaningful
contributors to the development of the
world we share. Internationalization
requires an unshakeable sense of self
and genuine appreciation of our unique
strengths and the gift we can offer to the
world, and a clear eye view of our own
weaknesses. UP as a national university
must seek to define and promote a truly
Filipino identity and serve the needs
of our country. In turn, we create a
distinct Filipino identity and innovation,
something truly and proudly ours that
we can banner across the globe as we
become a functional part of the greater
world we live in.
Turning to our students, I return to
“El Filibusterismo” where Dr. Rizal also
wrote and I quote “Where are the youths
who will consecrate their golden hours,
their illusions, and their enthusiasm to the
welfare of their native land?”
As I come to the end of my term as UP
President, my current belief in our youth
is as strong as ever, because I’ve seen it
in my own eyes, our Iskolar ng Bayan.
The youth will lead our lives with integrity
and with a sense of responsibility. Our
students are chosen not to become this
nation’s privileged, intellectual elite, but
this nation’s hope. This is the principle we
return to again and again. The principle we
teach generation after generation of UP
students - that placing the country above
self is what makes us in UP extraordinary
and because of the interlinked world we
now live in, we must, at the same time,
go beyond being just county-centric and
commit to serve humanity as a whole.
Today, I will pass on with both pride
and humility the mantle of leadership
to my successor, whose self-standing
qualifications make us confident that the
future of UP is in good hands. It will be
UP President Danilo Concepcion’s task to
steer UP in the next six years. I call on our
faculty, students, staff, and alumni to help
our new president to stay the course as he
takes his turn in putting a few more stones
in the building of our great edifice, that is
our UP beloved. I know he will journey the
path to greatness as I had with passion to
serve in his heart and mind. This is what
made us One UP.
We, in UP, must succeed not because
we have a reputation to keep but because
we have a country to serve. Padayon UP!
hand hygiene, 100% gloving, and 100%
use of only dedicated instruments;
· Comprehensive program to manage
and control the spread of Tuberculosis.
With the TB DOTS as partner and with
over 1,500 TB cases seen annually at
the PGH, its implementation is aligned
with the World Health Organization
guidelines for facility safety through
administrative and environmental
controls, such as good isolation rooms
and use of protective N95 masks;
· Oversight of material purchase for
Infection Control ensures that all the
necessary equipment and materials,
including those for hand hygiene,
patient safety and healthcare worker
safety are adequately provided in terms
of quantity and quality.
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up manila pays tribute
to president pascual

President Pascual shows the UP Manila Oblation replica given by Chancellor Carmencita Padilla.
They are joined by Mrs. Menchu Pascual, children Anna Czarina P. Galano, Carlos M. Pascual,
Ana Carolina P. Sanchez, Alexander Carlos M. Pascual, and two grandchildren.

Rare moment in public - President Alfredo Pascual jams with
Drs. Melfred Hernandez and Raul Destura in a Beatles song number

The Pascual children cheering on their father

It was UP Manila’s way of extending gratitude and
recognizing the support and contributions of UP President
Alfredo E. Pascual in several key areas during the past six
years that helped the university fulfill its mission and goals
(please see excerpts of President Pascual’s valedictory address
on page 1).
The tribute to President Pascual held on February 6 at
the Ayuntamiento, Intramuros, Manila was not the typical
testimonial with long messages one after the other; rather,
it was an evening of fun, laughter, and solidarity with the
honoree and his family through musical numbers, dances,
and audiovisual presentations.
With the theme “Imagine, One UP, One UP Manila,”
the testimonial used several songs of the Beatles, the
honoree’s favorite, to depict his journey to the presidency
with focus on his experiences and memories with the
members of the UPM community.
Celebrity performers and homegrown talents
alternately serenaded President Pascual with his favorite

New faculty regent holds
consultation at UP Manila

Faculty Regent Patricia Arinto

New UP Faculty Regent (FR), Prof.
Patricia Brazil Arinto, held a consultation
with faculty members of UP Manila on
20 February 2017. Among the major
issues raised were the new tenure system
proposal, proposed implementation of

pascual The
children
cheeringsong
on atnumber
tribute with all choirs and individual
culminating
performers singing ‘Imagine’

Beatles songs. He even obliged the audience’s request for
him to sing with the band and with UPM crooners Dr.
Melfred L. Hernandez and Dr. Raul Destura. He appeared
to enjoy himself while singing and dancing with his wife,
Mrs. Menchu Pascual.
In a message during the program, President Pascual
recalled briefly the events that led to his decision to seek
the UP presidency in 2010. When he assumed office in
February 2011, he noted the problems of lack of funds, need
to harmonize systems, including a common standard of
excellence and the implementation of the One UP thrust.
He stated that his strong belief in UP convinced
him that money will never be a problem even if he
considered himself new in UP at that time. In generating
additional funds, he shifted the message from entitlement
to investment, meaning that any funds granted to UP is
also a way to invest in the future of the country. This led
to increased allocations from the national government and
more donations from individual and private donors.

the Strategic Performance Management
System-Performance-Based
Bonus
(SPMS-PBB), and UP’s adherence to
Commission on Higher Education (CHED)
guidelines.
Prof. Arinto, who succeeded Dr. Philip
Ian Prieto Padilla, will serve as from FR
January 2017 to December 2018. Her
program includes specific proposals
for faculty development and welfare,
inter-campus faculty collaboration,
and proactive faculty participation in
university governance.
“The FR is expected to give attention
to all the issues and viewpoints brought
up by the faculty at the Board. To be able
do that, necessarily, I will be consulting
with the faculty as often as possible. Some
issues do not have to reach the Board.
Some issues can be resolved by the unit.
If the assistance of the faculty regent is
sought, then we have to bridge,” the new
FR stated.
With UP for 27 years now, Prof. Arinto
served as Dean of the UP Open University
(UPOU) Faculty of Education. She held

Pres. Pascual and wife
Ms. Menchu obliging to a
request for a dance

“What I did was to create an enabling environment for
you to do the work. This is the kind of role that presidents
should discharge,” he stated while acknowledging the efforts
of UP Manila to take the lead in health courses and research
which he said is very important. He cited UP Manila’s
ongoing research collaborations with UP Diliman and
UP Los Baños faculty researchers through the Resilience
Institute that he created as well as in other identified areas.
President Pascual cited the urgency of working hard
together to be able to catch up with the standards and
requirements set by the ASEAN Integration and the need
for a long-term mindset. He said he will be leaving only as
UP President and gave the assurance that he will still help in
other capacities.
Capping the tribute was Chancellor Carmencita
Padilla’s giving the UP president a token gift of a replica of
the oblation that stands at the Oblation Plaza fronting the
Philippine General Hospital grounds. (Cynthia M. Villamor)

other administrative positions both at the
UPOU and the UP System. Some of the
most recent committee appointments at
the System level were as Chair of the UP
General Education Task Force for 20152016 and the UP System GE Council 20112013 and 2016-2019.
At the UPOU, her initiatives include
the institution of an independent
learning track for UPOU programs with
small enrollments; abolition of UPOU’s
instructional material fee as part of its
adoption of open educational resourcebased course packages; and institution
of the Master of Distance Education,
Graduate
Certificate
in
Distance
Education, and the Bachelor of Education
Studies, among others.
She was recognized at the 2016 UP
Knowledge Festival being one of UP’s
most cited academics and researchers
based on Google Scholar. She is known
as an expert in distance education,
learning design, and teacher professional
development in technology-supported
learning, where she has published several

book chapters and journal articles.
Her research involvement and external
work include being the team leader
for the Technology-supported Teacher
Professional Development in Early
Literacy Instruction; theme adviser for
Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs)
for the Digital Learning for Development
(DL4D); deputy principal investigator of
Research on Open Educational Resources
for Development (ROER4D), project of
International Development Research
Centre (IDRC); project leader and principal
investigator of an Australian governmentfunded study on the use of tablet
computers in public secondary schools in
the Philippines.
Prof. Arinto holds a Doctor in
Education degree from the Institute of
Education, University of London and a
Post-Graduate Certificate in Technologybased Distributed Learning from the
University of British Columbia in Canada.
Both her master’s and bachelor’s degree
are from UP. (Anne Santos with reports
from the UP Open University website)
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3 UP campuses among 8 PH univ granted
P10 M Newton fund for research

HONOREES from UP MANILA: [L-R] CHDP’s Dr Louricha Tan, Dr. Flo Canuto, Dr. Elizabeth Paterno; rCHITSNThC’s Mr. Arturo Ongkeko Jr, Dr. Portia Fernandez-Marcelo (Director); UP President Alfredo E. Pascual;
Chancellor Carmencita D. Padilla; Ugnayan ng Pahinungod-Manila’s Dir. Eric SM Talens and Dr. Carlo
Primero Gundran; and Dr. Raquel del Rosario-Fortun, one of the country’s top forensic experts.

5 PUBLIC SERVICE PROGRAMS CITED AT
THE UP1ST GAWAD PANGULO AWARD
FOR EXCELLENCE IN PUBLIC SERVICE
Five of UP Manila’s public service
programs were honored at the 1st Gawad
Pangulo Award for Excellence in Public
Service conferment program held on
January 30, 2017 at the UP Executive
House, UP Diliman, Quezon City.
These are rCHITS or Real-time
Community Health Information Tracking
System of the National Telehealth
Center, one of the six awardees, and the
Community Health and Development
Program (CHDP) and three Ugnayan ng
Pahinungod-Manila’s programs - Oral
Health Project, Tutorial Services Program
(TSP), and Emergency Room Volunteers
Program (ERVP) -- as among the nine
finalists from the UP System.
A
UNICEF-funded
project
implemented by the NThC, rCHITS
aims to provide real time monitoring
of key maternal and child health and
governance indicators through the
use of Internet and Communication
Technologies for effective program
planning and implementation. It started
on November 2011 in three project sites
(Gamay, Northern Samar, Sto. Domingo,
Albay, and Glan, Sarangani). Now on its
second run, the project has expanded to
10 sites all over the Philippines. These are
Lebak and Kalamansig in Sultan Kudarat,
Malungon in Saranggani Province,
Midsayap, Aleosan, Arakan and President
Roxas in North Cotabato, Puerto Princesa
City, Davao City, and Quezon City.
The CHDP serves as the field
laboratory of UP Manila where its students
of medicine, nursing, dentistry, public
health, pharmacy, and arts and sciences
apply theories learned in class to provide
basic health services to the communities
through an inter-disciplinary approach.
The program is in partnership with the local
government and the rural communities. It
started in several barangays in San Juan,
Batangas from 2007-2013. From San
Juan, the CHDP moved to Cavite where
it is being implemented in the AMIGA
provinces (Alfonso, Mendez, Indang,
General Aguinaldo, and Amadeo) starting
in February 2013.
The Ugnayan ng Pahinungod is the
only remaining institutionalized volunteer
program in the UP System that started
in 1994 and which undertakes the above

three cited undertakings. The Oral Health
project is being undertaken to provide
regular check ups and preventive and
monitoring care. In 2015, it was conducted
in a pilot public school in Calatagan,
Batangas in partnership with the
E-Zobel Foundation. Under this project,
Pahinungod volunteers conducted dental
health education sessions and provided
regular check-ups and monitoring and
preventive care to 69 grade school pupils.
In the same year, another 92 grade school
students were given free prophylaxis,
toothbrushes and toothpaste, and
fluoride application.
The TSP aims to provide academic
enrichment to empower students and
instill in them the spirit of volunteerism
and service. Under tutorial services,
students of UP Manila undergo training
to enable them to render free tutorial
lessons on English, mathematics, and
Filipino, discipline, and right conduct.
The ERVP was established to uplift
patient care in the ER Department of the
Philippine General Hospital and augment
its personnel. ERVP services are rendered
by volunteers from different UP Manila
colleges and those outside of UPM. A total
of 481 volunteers were deployed in 2015.
At the event, five public service
publications were launched: “Disaster Risk
Reduction Management Handbook for
Academic Institutions: A U.P. Experience;”
“Masterplan of the UP Sta. Elena Campus
in Tacloban City, 2015;” “1st Colleges and
Universities Public Service Conference
Proceedings;” “3rd AsiaEngage Regional
Conference Proceedings;” and, “University
of the Philippines Visual Identity
Guidebook.”
The Gawad Pangulo for Excellence in
Public Service, according to the program
brochure, “is anchored on the University’s
mandate to lead as a public service
university by providing various forms
of community, public, and volunteer
service, as well as scholarly and technical
assistance to the government, private
sector, and civil society while maintaining
its standard of excellence.”
The theme of the awards is GALING
U.P., LINGKOD BAYAN as it aims to recognize
initiatives to exemplify dangal (honor) and
husay (excellence).” (FMJemena)

Three UP autonomous universities
were among eight Philippine universities
given P10 million each worth of
research grants through the Newton
Fund Programme in partnership with
the Commission on Higher Education
(CHED) and the British Embassy. They
are, with their partner universities, UP
Diliman and Newcastle University, UPManila and London School of Hygiene
and Tropical Medicine, and UP-Los
Baños and University of Warwick.
During the awarding ceremony
recently, CHED Chairperson Patricia
Licuanan highlighted the need for
collaboration that directly responds to
urgent needs in higher education.
“It is critical to invest in building
capacity in emerging fields that remain
unavailable locally through our best
faculty members,” she said. “And in
parallel to investing in faculty, that
we invest in the upgrading of our
institutions so that they become a
nurturing academic environment for
our learners,” she added.

The
awarded
Philippine
universities are set to partner with
academic institutions in the United
Kingdom (UK) to do research in the
fields of Engineering and Physical
Science, Social Science, Biological and
Medical Science, and Environment and
Agriculture starting April 2017.
The Newton Fund Programme is a
development assistance program from
the UK government which provides
technical expertise in research and
innovation to socioeconomic programs
in partner countries. This includes a
partnership with CHED and the British
Council to promote research projects
for national development.
“With
this
Newton-CHED
partnership, we hope to take advantage
of this 5-year transition period to develop
our faculty and increase the quality
of higher education in the country,”
Licuanan said. Fedellyn Jemena with
reports from http://news.mb.com.
ph/2017/02/13/8-ph-universities-getp10-m-grants-from-newton-fund-2/

PGH recognized anew on
infection prevention and control

PGH Director Gerardo Legaspi and Dr. Regina Berba (5th and 6th from left) with other infectious control
workers celebrating the recent recognition.

For the country’s biggest government
tertiary hospital that sees more than half
a million patients a year, one of the major
problems that may mean life or death
among patients, caregivers, and health
workers is its ability to prevent and control
infections.
In this aspect, the Philippine General
Hospital (PGH) has proven that with
appropriate and cost-effective strategies
and consistent implementation, it can
achieve success as measured by the
three year-in-a row awards given by the
Philippine Hospital Association.
In November 2016, the PGH was
recently chosen runner up in three
categories for Level 3 hospitals. These
are Best in Management of Infection
Prevention Among Healthcare Workers,
Best in Isolation Precaution Management,
and Best in Outbreak Management. In
2015, PGH was awarded 2nd runner up in
infection prevention and control among
Level 3 hospitals and garnered two special
awards, “Best in Hand Hygiene” and “Best
in the Management of Hospital Infection
Prevention among Health Care Workers.”
The PGH Hospital Infection and

Control Unit (HICU) started from a small
committee and has grown into a regular
unit that is now recognized consistently
in the field of infection prevention and
control. Its main strategies include the
following:
· Engaging the PGH health care workers
to follow Infection Prevention and Control
(IPC) and become HEALerS to make IPC
part of the PGH culture. HEALS stands
for the five pillars forming the core of
IPC: Hand Hygiene, Environmental
Disinfection, Antibiotic Stewardship,
Lowering of Hospital-acquired Infections
(HAIS) through Bundles, and Safety of
Patients and Hospital Staff;
· IPC policy development and updating
that entails consultation-based and
clearly-written memoranda on hospital
policies that leads to the acceptance
and successful implementation of the
policy components. Among the major
HICU policies in recent years were the
Hand Hygiene Update October 2016; PGH
Antibiotic Stewardship Policy October
2016; Guidelines on the Management of
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